Full Steam Ahead! 8 Oldtimer tractors that paved the
way for future farming
Playing a key role in the mechanization of agriculture, tractors made their first appearance in
the middle of the XIX century, thanks to the ingenuity of a group of British and American
engineers.
Powered by steam engines at first, these machines experienced a great technological
development in the following century, both in design and power generation.
Having a look at some oldtimers gives a glimpse of what the future seemed to be like in the
Victorian Era, when a generation of pioneers spread on both sides of the Atlantic fostering the
diffusion of tractor companies. Today we look at them as relics from the past, but these pieces
of machinery were real game changers. The reduction of mancraft and hours of work in
agricultural tasks were among the many factors that shifted the life of millions of workers toward
factory jobs and, therefore, a growing urbanisation.

Over time, these tractors became synonyms for farming, due to their ability to meet the
needs of a developing world, tight between roaring industrialization and ineluctable
globalization.
TradeMachines gives us a better understanding of these early stages: a retrospective gallery
presents some of the first models and manufacturers that helped shaping the way to modern
agriculture.
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No. 1. Richard Garrett & Sons
Richard Garrett started his business in 1778, in Leiston, Suffolk, England. The company was
best known for their steam tractors. A long line of steam engines was introduced in 1830s. The
most popular model became Garrett 4CD.
No. 2. Hart-Parr
Hart-Parr was founded by Charles W. Hart and Charles H. Parr, who began their work on gas
engines in the late 1800s. The company’s first tractor was built in 1901. Hart-Parr is also
credited for coining the term ‘Tractor’.
No. 3. Fordson

Not many know that Henry Ford was the son of a farmer. Showing his interest in both agriculture
and industry, he started his experimental work on tractors in the early 1900s. His first design
‘Automobile Plow’ was ready in 1907. The Fordson tractor production started in 1917 for the
English market and a year later for the American one.
No. 4. Frick Co.
George Frick started his company already in 1853 manufacturing steam engines. The
introduction of a gas tractor was a milestone for the entrepreneur. Like many, he was working
hard to make his way into the gas tractor market. Sadly, he did not succeed and the whole Frick
Co. tractor production ended in 1928.
No. 5. William Foster & Co
William Foster & Co was a Lincoln, Lincolnshire, UK based company, known also as ‘Fosters of
Lincoln’. The company founder started his career as a flour miller. Soon he started producing
grinding mills, threshing machines and portable steam engines. After Foster’s death, the
business was taken over by Gwynnes Engineering and later by W H Allen & co. Ltd.
Unfortunately, it closed in 1968.
No. 6. J&H McLaren
1876, two brothers from Hylton castle in Sunderland, John and Henry McLaren, started their
company producing traction engines and stationary engines. The company developed rapidly,
adding new machines to their portfolio: road rollers, ploughing engines, crane engines or railway
locomotives. 1940, the company built also a diesel-engined tractor.
No. 7. Aultman-Taylor Machinery Co.
Aultman-Taylor Machinery Co. was an American company, known for producing a variety of
agricultural machinery, including saw mills, steam engines or threshing machines. The tractor
production began in the early 1900s. Their model Aultman-Taylor 30-60 became legendary.
No. 8. Holt 75 (Caterpillar)
The Holt tractors were produced by the Holt Manufacturing Company, named after Benjamin
Holt - manufacturer of the first track-type tractor, which he trademarked as the “Caterpillar.” The
track-type solution prevented the tractor from being stuck, since it provided more traction than
round wheels. The Holt tractors were used by armies during World War I for hauling heavy
artillery.

